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ABSTRACT
Background: In the past we have shown the preservation and improvement of cognitive tasks in depressed and demented patients after 24 and 36 months
of combined pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment. Here we present the results of our
ongoing, naturalistic study, in the same outpatient
setting, at 60 month follow up. Materials and Methods: The study group consisted of 156 medically ill,
physically disabled patients with mild to moderate
dementia and depression. Patients were treated with
antidepressants, cholinesterase inhibitors, and NMDA
antagonists, along with their regular medication
regimen. Non-pharmacological intervention was centered on a home-based program of physical and cognitive exercises paired with vitamins and supplements
(multivitamins, vitamin E, L-methylfolate, alphalipoic
acid, acetyl-L-carnitine, omega-3, and coenzyme Q-10)
and diet modification. Cognitive assessments were
performed yearly. Results: After 60 months of treatment, performance of all tasks remained at or above
baseline. The MMSE, Cognistat-Attention, CognistatJudgment, and RFFT-Total Unique Designs demonstrated significant improvement. Conclusion: Our results, for the first time, demonstrate arrest in cognitive decline in demented/depressed patients with multiple medical co-morbidities for 60 months. Future
investigations addressing the application of a combined, integrative treatment model are warranted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is an ever evolving body of evidence which is reshaping our conception of the pathogenesis of Alzheimer
dementia (AD) [1-5]. In addition to the amyloid model of
AD, other models of this disease have been developed
[6,7].
Among many pathophysiological processes, cardiovascular abnormalities, and vasculature changes have
been shown to have a strong negative impact on the development and progression of AD [3,8]. In this regard
cardiovascular pathology is accompanied by changes in
regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) [9,10], hypoperfusion [11-14], chronic hypoxia [15-17], white matter lesions [18], nitrogen oxide and free radical accumulation,
oxidative stress [19], and mitochondrial dysfunction [20].
Theses changes have been shown to be detrimental to energy metabolism with deleterious effects on protein synthesis, neuronal function, cognitive speed, gait, coordination, and global cognition. Based on these developments
and emerging neuroplasticity data, novel integrative
treatment approaches for the prevention and therapy of
AD have gained significant attention in recent years [8,
21-27].
In real life clinical practice, people with dementia,
particularly with AD, generally are given medications
(cholinesterase inhibitors or NMDA receptors antagonists) with little to no non-pharmacological intervention.
Treatments that involve solely medication show only a
transient cognitive improvement with subsequent decline
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below baseline levels [28,29].
Research into combining medications with non-pharmacological interventions for AD is in the fledgling
stages of its development. Recent studies suggest that the
combination of medications alongside non-pharmacological interventions could be more effective in treating
AD than medication alone. In these studies, medication
treatment was accompanied by one or two non-pharmacological intervention modalities, including cognitive
rehabilitation [30,31], vitamin or nutriceutical supplementation [32], and physical exercises [33,34].
There have been no comprehensive studies hitherto
which have investigated the long-term (>2 years) effect
of an integrative therapy model with pharmacological
and non-pharmacological treatment modalities implemented simultaneously in a real life clinical setting.
We have been testing the hypothesis that this type of
integrative therapy could delay the progression of cognitive deficit in demented, depressed and medically ill
seniors in real-life clinical settings. The preservation and,
in some cases, improvement of cognitive functioning
relative to baseline levels in demented patients by 12, 24,
and 36 months of treatment was shown in our previous
work [35,36].
The aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness
of this integrative treatment model for arresting cognitive
decline in demented, depressed patients in outpatient
settings for duration of 60 months.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study Design and Patient Selection
The observational study design was consistent with actual treatment practices. An informed consent was obtained from each patient. Clinical assessments, organic
work-ups, and evaluation of cognitive functions were
conducted during the first two to three office visits.
These patients underwent yearly cognitive retesting to
assess the progress of the treatment and to make necessary adjustments. The optimal combination of medications and non-pharmacological interventions were individually tailored to every person based on their diseases,
medication profile, cognitive performance, and physical
abilities/limitations.
The study group consisted of 156 geriatric patients (79
male, 77 female) with an average age of 73.7 ± 5.43,
who were afflicted with concomitant mild to moderate
dementia and depression, along with multiple medical
problems (hypertension, coronary artery disease, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, arthritis, and others). Their psychiatric diagnoses were probable AD, Vascular Dementia
(VaD), or mixed dementia, and Organic Mood Disorder
with Depressed Mood, Organic Anxiety Disorder and
Insomnia.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

This ongoing, naturalistic study is based on data that
has been continuously collected from the patients’ medical records during the period of 2000-2010. All data from
patients who initiated treatment during this time period
and remained in treatment for at least one year was included. The data were analyzed for up to 60 months of
treatment. Some patients missed yearly testing and were
tested in subsequent years.
Our integrative treatment protocol was designed as a
combination of medication and non-pharmacological
modalities. The non-pharmacological intervention included mild physical activities, cognitive training, sensory stimulation, vitamins, supplements, and dietary
modification.
During the course of the study period, newly released
medications (escitalopram, rivastigmine patch and memantine), vitamins and supplements (vitamin D and Lmethylfolate) were added to the treatment regimen.
Medications included antidepressants (sertraline, citalopram, escitalopram, or venlafaxine XR alone or in combination with bupropion XR), cholinesterase inhibitors
(donepezil, rivastigmine, or galantamine alone or in combination with memantine) along with regular medications
for their medical comorbidities. Patients were given medications to manage insomnia (zolpidem, zaleplon, eszopiclone), anxiety (lorazepam, oxazepam), neuropathic pain
(gabapentin), and behavioral problems (risperidone,
haloperidol, quetiapine, aripiprazole) when clinically appropriate.
Non-pharmacological interventions included vitamins
and supplements (multivitamins, vitamin E, vitamin D,
folic acid or L-methylfolate, alpha-lipoic acid, acetyl-lcarnitine, omega-3 and coenzyme Q-10) and the Bragin
Brain Activation Program™ (B-BAP™).
The B-BAP™ consists of a combination of mild sensory motor exercises and cognitive training presented in
a workbook format [37]. The workbook, comprised of a
description of protocols for home use, was distributed to
each patient. The physical part of the program was specifically designed for people with extremely limited
physical capacities including but not limited to: problems
with gait and ambulation, movement restrictions due to
osteoarthritis, and low cardiovascular reserve. The cornerstone of the physical activities is a series of hand and
finger movements with tennis balls. A dual task component consisted of hand movements coupled with counting
and breathing. Practical demonstration of the exercises
was introduced to the patients and their care-takers on
initial visits. Patients were encouraged to do these exercises at home several times per day, mainly in 10 to 12
minute intervals. Attention and memory training were
performed with simple pen and pencil exercises at home,
and supplemented with cognitive training using our
originally designed computer software at our center [38,
OPEN ACCESS
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39].

2.2. Neuropsychological Test
Our neuropsychological battery consisted of 7 tests:
1) The Folstein Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE)
with a maximum score of 30. For attention assessment
serial 7’s calculation was used [40].
2) Clock Drawing Test (CDT).
3) Verbal Fluency Tests (VFT)-categories included
animals and letters.
4) Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (Cognistat), which is used along with MMSE to assess different cognitive domains: orientation, attention (digit span),
language abilities (comprehension, repetition, naming),
construction abilities, word memory (four items), calculations, similarities, and judgment [41].
5) Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT), which provides
information regarding nonverbal capacity of the right
frontal lobe to produce unique designs [42].
6) Ruff 2 & 7 Selective Attention Test (Ruff 2 & 7
SAT), which is used to assess sustained and selective
visual attention [43].
7) Word List Memory Learning Test (WLMLT), which
consists of a learning portion of the test, followed by
5-minute recall and recognition.
Exclusion criteria included patients younger than 65,
those with severe dementia (MMSE < 13), severe depression, any evidence of psychosis, a history of alcohol or
substance abuse, severe neurological disorders, and recent major stress (e.g. death in the family, surgery).

2.3. Statistical Analysis
The Data Analysis was carried out with SPSS for Windows, version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill.) [44]. Analysis included descriptive and non-parametric statistics
(the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two related samples). All
statistical testing was two-tailed with a p value of <0.05
considered statistically significant.
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical profile of patients.
Demographics

Patients

Percentage

Men

79

50.64

Women

77

49.36

Mean

Standard Deviation

Age

73.65

5.43

Education (Years)

12.71

2.91

Depression

39.00

22.87

Memory

37.85

3.20

Diagnosis

Patients

Percentage of Group

Anxiety

130

83.33

Insomnia

128

82.05

Hypertension

133

85.26

High Cholesterol

112

71.79

Coronary Artery Disease

91

58.33

Diabetes

56

35.90

Arthritis

53

33.97

Stroke

26

16.67

Head Trauma

29

18.59

Thyroid Disorder

18

11.54

Cancer

18

11.54

COPD

15

9.62

Parkinsonism

10

6.41

Renal Insufficiency

10

6.41

Anemia

6

3.85

Radiology

Patients

Percentage of Group

Normal

17

23.9

Abnormal

54

76.1

Duration of Illnesses (Months)

3. RESULTS
Demographics and clinical characteristics were characterized in Table 1. The study included 77 women and 79
men with mean age of 73.7 and mean education of 12.7
years. All the participants had depression and memory
problems. The average duration of depression and memory impairment were over 3 years. Over 80% of the cohort suffered from anxiety and insomnia. A majority of
patients suffered from hypertension, dyslipidemia, and
coronary artery disease, while a significant number had
diabetes mellitus, history of head trauma, prior stroke,
osteoarthritis, thyroid dysfunction, cancer and COPD.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Neuroimaging data (mainly, non contrast MRI) was
available for nearly half the sample. A “normal” scan
was found in 24% of the imaged group while the remaining 76% were found to have cortical atrophy, lacunar infarcts, ventricular dilation, and white matter microvascular changes alone or in combination with each
other.
The patient flow/testing diagram is shown in Figure 1.
The percentage of the patients missing yearly testing
ranged from 20.5% (by 12 months of the treatment) to
42.3% (by 60 months of the observation period). Patient
drop out rate ranged from 21% - 28% between each year
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attention, construction and memory (26.1%, 24.4% and
23.9% respectively). By the end of 36 months, performances in 7 out of 10 subtests of Cognistat (except for
Naming, Calculation, Similarities) remained significantly
above the baseline, especially, in the same subtests: attention (28.2%), construction (19.6%) and memory (19.3%).
By the end of 48 months, performances in 4 out of 10
subtests of Cognistat (Orientation, Attention, Repetition
and Construction) remained significantly above the baseline, especially, in attention (25.8%) and construction
(36.4%). By the end of 60 months, performances in 2 out
of 10 subtests of Cognistat (Attention and Judgment)
remained significantly above the baseline, especially, in
attention (27.0%).
The Ruff 2 & 7 SAT (Automatic Detection Speed) did
not show significant decline for the whole period of observation.
The RFFT (Total Unique Designs) increased significantly at 12, 36 and 60 months of the treatment (10.1%,
21.1% and 12.5% accordingly). The RFFT (Total Errors)
decrease significantly only by 24 months of the treatment
(17.3%).
WLMTL did not show significant changes in performance scores, related to trial one correct, 5 minute
recall and recognition.
Figure 1. Patient flow/testing diagram*. *Patients tested refers
to those who took the MMSE during that time testing interval.
Patient drop out includes patients who left treatment for any
reason including illness, death, relocation and discontinuation
of therapy.

of testing.
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2. The
MMSE score was above the baseline for the whole period of treatment with improvement ranging from 2.4%
after the first year to 5.9% after 60 months (Figure 2).
Performance on the CDT increased by 13.6% after 12
months, increasing to 25.0% above baseline for the next
two years and decreased to 17.2% by the end of the observation period (Figure 3). The VFT (animals) score
increased by a maximal amount, 14.9% above baseline at
36 months of observation and dropped back to baseline
level by 60 months (Figure 4). The VFT (letters) score
showed similar dynamics as the VFT (animals) (Figure
5).
In Cognistat, performance in all subtests for the entire
period of the treatment increased. By the end of 12
months, performances in all subtests of Cognistat were
significantly above the baseline, especially, in attention,
construction and memory (16.7%, 16.4% and 15.3% accordingly). By the end of 24 months, performances in 9
out of 10 subtests of Cognistat (except for Calculation)
remained significantly above the baseline, especially, in
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

4. DISCUSSION
The preservation of cognitive function in demented patients including AD becomes visible based on intensive
basic and clinical dementia research, which expands our
understanding of AD pathophysiology [45,46]. Among
different pathophysiological factors, a reduction of brain
blood flow with subsequent development of a chronic
hypoxic state, oxidative stress, mitochondria failure, energy deprivation, and increased inflammation are seen [4,
12,47,48].
Prospective animal studies presented positive data related to the possible modification of the natural course of
dementia. The combination of acetyl-L-carnitine and
lipoic acid (ALCAR + LA) ameliorated mitochondrial
dysfunction in aging rats [49] and improved learning
abilities in aging beagles [50]. An antioxidant-enriched
diet partially reversed mitochondrial dysfunction in aging canines [51]. In addition, the combination of an antioxidant-fortified diet and behavioral enrichment (physical exercises, social interaction, and cognitive training)
improved cognitive performance in aging dogs and reduced beta amyloid (Aβ) deposition [52]. An adaptation
to hypobaric intermittent hypoxia in rats with experimental AD prevented Nitrogen Oxide (NO) overproduction and ameliorated oxidative stress [53]. Moreover,
recently we’ve demonstrated, for the first time, the agedependent effects of human Apolipoprotein E4 (ApoE4)
OPEN ACCESS
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*P Value between baseline and 12 months; **P Value between baseline and 24 months; ***P Value between baseline and 36 months; *****P Value between baseline and 48 months; ******P Value between baseline
and 60 months.

Table 2. Cognitive tests results.
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30

29

MMSE Score

28

27

26

25

24
Baseline

12 Months

24 Months

36 Months

48 Months

60 Months

48 Months

60 Months

Figure 2. MMSE (Mini mental status exam). Data are presented as MEAN ± SEM.
4.0

3.5

3.0

CDT Score

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
Baseline

12 Months

24 Months

36 Months

Figure 3. CDT (Clock drawing test). Data are presented as MEAN ± SEM.

on CBF using ApoE4 transgenic mice compared to
age-matched wild-type (WT) mice by use of [(14) C]
iodoantipyrene autoradiography. ApoE4 associated factors reduced CBF gradually to create brain hypoperfusion relative to WT animals [54]. The differences in CBF
are greatest in animals of age from 6-weeks to 12-months.
Furthermore, transmission electron microscopy with
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

colloidal gold immunocytochemistry showed that structural damage in young and aged endothelium microvessels of ApoE4 animals extended to the cytoplasm of
perivascular cells, perivascular nerve terminals, hippocampal neurons, and glial cells. These abnormalities coexisted with mitochondrial structural alteration and mitochondrial DNA overproliferation and/or deletion in all
OPEN ACCESS
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Number of Unique Responses
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8

6

4

2

0
Baseline

12 Months

24 Months

36 Months

48 Months
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36 Months

48 Months

60 Months

Figure 4. VFT (Animals). Data are presented as MEAN ± SEM.
12

Number of Unique Responses

10

8

6

4

2

0
Baseline

12 Months

24 Months

Figure 5. VFT (Letters). Data are presented as MEAN ± SEM.

brain cellular compartments. Spatial and temporal memory tests showed a trend in improving cognitive function
of ApoE4 mice fed selective mitochondrial antioxidants,
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

acetyl-l-carnitine, and alpha-lipoic acid, which may have
practical application in humans as well [47,49,54].
Studies in rodents have shown that mental exercise
OPEN ACCESS
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enhances cerebrovasculature [55], induces neurogenesis
[56] and synaptogenesis, increases hippocampal synaptic
reactivity, and reduces brain Aβ deposition [57]. This
basic research has served as the foundation for clinical
implementation of an integrative treatment model: a
combination of medication therapy and non-pharmacological modalities.
Clinical data related to the integrative treatment of AD
is growing. A recent report by Chan et al. [32] showed an
improvement in multiple domains of the neuropsychiatric inventory and maintenance of ADL in people in early
stages of AD, who were taking donepezil and a vitamin/
nutriceutical formulation for 12 months. Another report
by Bottino et al. [30] indicated a positive treatment effects on the MMSE and the backward digit span as a
result of a combined therapy (cognitive rehabilitation and
rivastigmine) in AD patients for 5 months. A study by
Rozzini et al. [31] demonstrated an improvement in
memory, abstract reasoning, and depression in a longitudinal, 12 month, combined therapy (cognitive rehabilitation and cholinesterase inhibitors) study. Reguena et al.
[58] used a combination therapy model (medication and
cognitive training) and showed an improvement in cognitive functions by the end of 12 months of therapy. By
the end of 24 months of the treatment, this effect diminished. Chapman et al. [59] studied the slowing rates of
verbal and functional decline in AD patients, after 8
weeks of cognitive-communication stimulation and donepezil treatment. Erkroth-Bucher and Siberski [60] presented an improvement on the Dementia Rating Scale in
mild AD patients after 6 weeks of cognitive training.
Some of these patients were taking medications at the
same time. There is no data to our knowledge related to
the implementation of a multi-modal, integrative treatment in which many pharmacological and non-pharmacological modalities were used concurrently.
Our goal was to incorporate a set of non-pharmacological modalities to use simultaneously with standard
pharmacological therapy. There was no consensus about
non-pharmacological intervention modalities in literature.
Based on emerging data related to hypoperfusion in the
brain of demented individuals and its contribution to
brain hypoxia, oxidative stress, and mitochondria failure,
we developed the B-BAP™. At the heart of the program
are hand and finger exercises, which increase regional
CBF [61-65]. This fact has been well described in the
literature but has not been seen in widespread clinical
practice. Cognitive training has also been shown to increase CBF in healthy subjects [66]. To our knowledge,
this program is the first attempt to use hand exercises for
possible restoration of brain blood flow in chronic neurodegenerative disease, such as AD.
The present material is a part of this ongoing, naturalistic treatment study. A comparison with similar studies
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

could not be done due to the lack of literature of any
study with a similar objective, except our previous 24and 36-month studies [35,36].
These studies have demonstrated the preservation and
improvement of cognitive functions in people who have
actively participated in the treatment. The maximum
cognitive function improvements were seen after the first
6 months of treatment in the 24 month study (first cohort), and by 24 months of treatment in the 36 month
study (second cohort). One possible explanation for the
difference between the two cohorts is that patients from
the first cohort had a younger average age and less cardiovascular pathology enabling them to respond to treatment earlier.
In the present study (third cohort), the maximum cognitive improvements were observed by 24 months on the
treatment. The performance on all tasks did not decline
but improved significantly (MMSE, Cognistat-Attention,
Cognistat-Judgment, and RFFT-Total Unique Designs).
It was noted through performance, that brief cognitive
tasks (MMSE, CDT, Cognistat, and VFT) demonstrated
significant improvement for the first 36 months of the
treatment. At the same time, the continuous performance
tasks (Ruff 2 & 7 SAT, WLMLT and RFFT) remained
around the baseline. We suggest that brief cognitive tasks
had a shorter administration time, and most likely activated a limited amount of networks that were less dependent on already compromised cerebral blood circulation. The continuous performance tasks had a longer administration time, and probably activated an extended
numbers of networks which may have more heavily relied on an already limited supply of blood and oxygen
going into the brain. This suggestion may warrant a separate investigation.

4.1. Strengths of the Study
There are several important strengths of this study. First,
the primary strength of this ongoing, self-controlled, naturalistic study is that it is a real life outcome study whose
longitudinal design closely reflects actual clinical practices. In our study, cognitive performance was tested
every year during regular office visits for the entire period of 60 months.
Second, our study is unique in its simultaneous usage
of the combination of pharmacological treatment with a
set of comprehensive non-pharmacological interventions
impacting brain function.
Third, the non-pharmacological part of the program
was designed with fragile patients in mind, for long term,
indefinite usage in the office and at home.

4.2. Limitations of the Study
Our study has certain limitations. First, depression was
OPEN ACCESS
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only clinically diagnosed, without using any psychological scales, such as Beck or Zung Depression and Anxiety
scales or the Activities of Daily Living questionnaires.
Secondly, there were some patients (approximately 30%)
who missed yearly retesting procedures and were tested
in the following year. The third limitation is that there is
no reliable information about the patients’ compliance
with medications, vitamins, physical exercises, and memory training. Fourth, data about concomitant medications
were not always available. Fifth, the test results raters
were non-blinded, and therefore there is the possibility
that the raters were unintentionally biased to see positive
results. Finally, a control group was not present as this
would be practically impossible because of ethical, social,
and personal issues related to the standards of the care
for the treatment of the selected demented and depressed patients for this duration of time.
Despite these limitations, the data in this study demonstrates the effectiveness of a combined, multifaceted
treatment approach and supports the notion that even
today, there are many available venues in routine outpatient practice to prevent cognitive decline in medically ill,
clinically depressed/demented patients over a long period
of the time (60 months). The results of this observational
study are encouraging. The cognitive function stabilization in this group was demonstrated consistently year by
year, during the entire observation period. At this point, it
is not possible to separate the role of each integrative
treatment modality in preservation of cognitive decline in
dementia/depression [67-69].
Based on this study, combination therapy can have an
effect on disease progression and stabilization of cognitive function in mild to moderate dementia patients, even
in severely medically ill patients with depression. One of
the plausible explanations is a partial restoration of brain
blood circulation, oxygen/nutrient flow, and the removal
of oxidative stress products via the activation of a NO
dependent pathway. Functional imaging studies, quantitative EEG, and NO assays would help to confirm these
suggestions in the future.
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